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Abstract—Trend-setting countries have promoted or even 

employed an increased number of electric vehicles (EVs) and 

other distributed energy resources (DERs) in their power systems. 

This development has triggered new and increasing challenges in 

the distribution system planning and operation, whereby 

distribution systems must adapt to the increased share of DERs. 

However, EVs may also offer new opportunities and can be used 

to support the grid by providing several local and global power- 

and energy-based services. This paper presents a review and 

classification of the services potentially available from EVs for 

distribution systems, referred to as EV distribution system 

services (EV-DSS). A detailed description of recent services and 

approaches is given, and an assessment of the maturity of EV-DSS 

is provided. Moreover, challenges and prospects for future 

research are identified, considering key topics, such as the design 

of the market framework, economic assessment, battery 

degradation, and the impacts of the transmission system operator 

service provision by EVs on distribution networks. Thus, this 

work offers a tool for stakeholders concerning services available 

from EVs and provides a broad literature framework that can be 

used as a base for further investigations. It is aligned with the 

current requirements to move toward realistic implementations of 

EV-DSS. 

 
Keywords—-Distribution Systems, Distribution System 

Services, Electric Vehicles, Renewable Energy Sources, Services 

Classification, Smart Grids. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ECENTLY, the concept of ancillary services for 

distribution networks has become a new paradigm in 

conjunction with the new roles assumed by distribution 

system operators (DSOs) in modern energy systems. With the 

advent of smart grids an increased number of distributed energy 

resources (DERs) in power systems has triggered new and 

increasing challenges in distribution system planning and 

operation. Hence, distribution systems are required to assume 

new responsibilities and procure additional services to maintain 

high-quality services for end users. 

These services can potentially be provided by batteries, 

including stationary batteries, and electric vehicles (EVs). An 

advantage of using stationary batteries is their permanent 

availability, which makes it possible to provide reliable 

services. However, the initial investment in stationary batteries 

is relatively high. EVs have the advantage in that they are 

purchased for a primary purpose, which is transportation, and 

that the service provision has second priority, but can offer 

alternative income for EV owners when the car is not being 

used for transportation. 

Global EV penetration is increasing progressively. The 

increase is motivated by social, economic, and environmental 

factors, such as the support for transportation electrification 

from government policies, lower running costs, and the idea 

that EVs may address climate change and local air quality by 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions [1]. Consequently, it is 

anticipated that EVs will be integrated into the power systems 

in the future. Many studies have highlighted operational 

problems caused by EV integration into distribution systems. 

Increases in peak load, energy losses, overload of grid 

components, voltage drops, and, consequently, decreases in 

service quality are some of the adverse effects of a high EV 

penetration [2]–[4]. However, several works have been 

proposed in the literature to deal with these problems by using 

charging control algorithms and smart strategies in which EV 

charging is properly managed to decrease the challenges 

associated with EV integration [5]–[7].  
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Fig. 1. EV services provided for different parties in power systems. 
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EVs may also play an important role in the integration of 

renewable energy sources (RES) into distribution systems. 

Several studies have focused on the joint operation of EVs and 

RES facilitating smooth grid integration of intermittent 

renewable sources [8]–[10]. Although EVs are loads that have 

to be supplied by distribution systems, they may also offer new 

opportunities. Due to the manageable nature of their loads, they 

can be used to support the grid by providing several local and 

global power- and energy-based services. Fig. 1 illustrates 

some of the services that can be provided by EVs to different 

parties in the power system. 

Most literature focuses on the services that EVs can provide 

for the transmission system operators (TSOs), usually called 

ancillary services. Frequency regulation, for instance, a service 

required by TSOs, has been widely addressed in the literature 

[11]–[16]. However, since the concept of services provided by 

EVs for DSOs is a new paradigm, most of the studies that have 

investigated distribution system services provided by EVs 

(EV-DSS) remain in theoretical applications. 

EV-DSS are considered to be a set of flexible strategies that 

are provided to maintain an optimized and reliable operation of 

the local grid. In [17], the services that EVs can provide to 

DSOs, along with possible market structures, are discussed. In 

[18], a review on EV fleet management in smart grids is 

conducted. The authors develop a classification of different 

methods for the smart charging of EVs without focusing on 

EV-DSS. In [19], the feasibilities of certain services are 

evaluated for EVs in an aggregated mode, enabling DSOs to 

provide ancillary services for TSOs. In [20] and [21], the 

authors assess the framework, benefits, and challenges of 

vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology and conduct a review of 

optimization techniques. [21] also includes a review of energy 

storage technologies deployed in EVs and the current 

regulations, standards, and issues within smart grids. Similarly, 

[22] and [23] review the EV technologies, their connectivity, 

impacts on the grid, benefits, and standards of EVs with RES in 

future smart grids. However, from the aforementioned works, 

some of the classifications are not clear about who receives 

more benefits from these services. Furthermore, there is no 

consistency in the name and definition of the EV services. By 

having a clear definition and classification of the services that 

EVs can provide at the distribution system level, it is possible to 

give EV-DSS a formal standing. Moreover, from the literature 

review, it is possible to identify that the requirements for a 

realistic implementation of EV-DSS have not been thoroughly 

investigated. We have identified that key topics, such as market 

framework design, economic assessment, battery degradation, 

the impact of TSO service provision on distribution networks, 

and emerging EV technologies and their impact in the 

distribution grid need further investigation to ensure an active 

and efficient participation of EVs in providing services for 

DSOs. 

The primary goal of this paper is to identify the research gaps 

that need to be addressed to move toward a realistic 

implementation of EV-DSS. Aiming at completing the picture 

of potential EV-DSS, this paper contributes to the following. 

First, an up-to-date classification and description of the services 

that EVs can provide for distribution systems are presented as a 

first step to formally label EV-DSS. Second, a review of the 

recent literature is provided, including information regarding 

V2G technology; methodologies and solution techniques; and 

consideration of the uncertainties, software, solvers, and 

characteristics of the test systems used in each approach. Third, 

a framework is presented comparing the work that has been 

done in the academic research with a real-life application using 

a specific case of frequency regulation. Finally, a 

comprehensive discussion is provided regarding the challenges 

and prospects of the EV-DSS, including key topics such as 

market framework, economic assessment, battery degradation 

aspects, impacts of the TSO service provision by EVs on 

distribution networks, and the impact of EV emerging 

technologies on the distribution grid. The information gathered 

in the second part provides an overview of the traditional 

methods and allows us to identify weakness in the control 

strategies as a means to encourage exploring new strategies 

aligned with the current requirements in realistic 

implementations of EV-DSS. The goal of the comparison in the 

third part is to assess the implementability of EV-DSS, i.e., how 

far the EV-DSS are from being implemented, and the 

stackability of EV-DSS, i.e., how easily EV-DSS can be 

combined with frequency regulation services. This is an 

innovative means to encourage the development of local DSO 

markets and promote the active participation of EVs as a 

service provider for DSOs. 

Findings concerning battery degradation and the impact of 

the service provision to TSOs in distribution networks are 

supported by preliminary results obtained from the real 

implementation of the frequency-controlled normal operation 

reserve (FNR) provision to the TSO in Denmark [24]. This real 

implementation demonstrates that EVs are able to support 

power systems with their fast response; therefore, it is worth 

exploring the EVs’ capability to support distribution systems. 

Accordingly, this paper contributes by encouraging new 

investigations on different aspects that remain unclear in order 

to move toward realistic implementations of EV-DSS. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents an 

overview of traditional classifications of EV services in power 

systems, and the proposed classification of the services 

provided by EVs specifically for DSOs is described. Section III 

describes the contributions of the reviewed works and discusses 

the weaknesses and research requirements. In Section IV, an 

assessment of the maturity of EV-DSS in real applications is 

carried out. Finally, challenges and future research suggestions 

are given in Section V, followed by the conclusions provided in 

Section VI. 

II. OVERVIEW OF TRADITIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS OF EV 

SERVICES IN POWER SYSTEMS 

The concept of ancillary services appeared with the 

disaggregation of generation, transmission, and distribution 

systems, and it was mainly created for transmission systems, 

which are responsible for grid stability and security [25]. 

Ancillary services, along with the corresponding market 

framework, can vary among countries, due to the structural 

differences in their power systems [26], [27]. From the 

distribution system point of view, the concept of ancillary 

services provided to the DSOs is a new paradigm that has been 

emerging in conjunction with the new roles assumed by DSOs 

within the smart grid context. It appears as a set of flexible 
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services that can be provided to deal with the operational 

challenges (i.e., the challenges arising from the integration of 

EVs and RES into the grid). Because the concept of ancillary 

services is mostly related to the services provided for the 

transmission system, this paper will refer to services provided 

for the distribution systems as distribution system services 

(DSS). The use of DSS may help prevent or defer grid upgrade, 

but may also improve the operation of the grid through better 

management [28], [29]. 

Table I shows a summary of different classifications for the 

services provided by EVs in power systems, based on the 

literature. This table is constructed from papers in which a 

specific classification of EV services has been described. Each 

paper proposed a classification including different categories 

and services, which are named according to each author’s 

preferences. Table I presents a traditional idea of grid services 

and shows how people usually classify grid services. In [20], 

the authors establish the frequency regulation service as part of 

the power grid regulation category. Peak load shaving, load 

leveling, and power loss services are considered in the category 

of active power support, whereas voltage regulation and power 

factor correction are services considered in the category of 

reactive power support. In [30], the authors consider up-down 

regulation and spinning and non-spinning reserve services in 

the frequency control category. The classification proposed in 

[31] includes congestion prevention and loss reduction in the 

category of loading services, while voltage magnitude 

regulation and imbalance reduction are considered in the 

voltage services category. Similarly, in [18], peak load 

reduction and power loss services are considered in the 

congestion prevention category. The authors in [19] classify 

peak power shaving and voltage regulation for both medium 

and low voltage networks. The authors also propose an 

ancillary service called balancing mechanism, which is also 

found in the literature as a tertiary reserve [32]. Meanwhile, the 

authors in [33] do not specify categories; instead, they mention 

services such as frequency and voltage regulation, transient 

stability improvement, peak shaving, valley filling, spinning 

reserve, power flow optimization, and power quality 

improvement.  

Some classifications found in the literature do not specify if 

the services are proposed for providing support to the DSOs or 

to the TSOs, as presented in [23] and [34]. Some references 

clearly specify if the services are proposed for supporting the 

transmission system, as presented in [35] and [36]. Moreover, 

in most of the studies related to ancillary services, it is difficult 

to identify who receives the most benefits: DSOs or TSOs.  

Based on the classifications in Table I, one can notice that 

there is neither an agreement nor a clear classification of the EV 

services provided for DSOs. There is no consistency in the 

TABLE I 

DIFFERENT CLASSIFICATIONS OF SERVICES PROVIDED BY EVS FOUND IN THE LITERATURE. 

Reference Category Service 

[18] 
Congestion prevention Peak load reduction, power loss 

Voltage regulation - 

[19] 

Medium voltage grid  Peak power shaving, voltage regulation 

Low voltage grid  Peak power shaving, voltage regulation 

High voltage grid 

Loss minimization 

Energy transmission cost minimization 

Frequency regulation 

Balancing mechanism (tertiary frequency control) 

[20] 

Power grid regulation Frequency regulation 

Spinning reserves - 

Active power support  Peak load shaving, load leveling, power loss  

Reactive power compensation Voltage regulation, power factor correction 

[23]* 

Load management  Load shifting 

Power quality Voltage regulation, load and voltage imbalance reduction 

Power regulation Frequency regulation, balancing power flow, absorb ramping power, stability 

[30] 

Frequency control Regulation up and down, spinning and non-spinning reserve 

Voltage control - 

System restoration - 

[31] 

Frequency regulation/control - 

Loading services Congestion prevention, loss reduction 

Voltage service Voltage magnitude regulation, imbalance reduction 

[33] - 

Frequency and voltage regulation  

Transient stability improvement 

Peak shaving 

Valley filling 

Spinning reserve 

Power flow optimization 

Power quality improvement 

[34]* 

Spinning reserve 

- 
Time shifting 

Active power support  

Reactive power compensation 

[35]** 

Frequency regulation - 

Reserve Spinning/non-spinning 

Peak load leveling - 

Backup supply service - 

[36]** 

Frequency regulation - 

Spinning reserve - 

Supplemental Reserves Non-spinning reserves 

Replacement Reserves  Contingency reserve 

* It was not specified whether the classification is for TSOs or DSOs.  

** Classification for TSOs.  
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name and definition of the EV services. Frequency regulation, 

for instance, is a service mainly offered for the transmission 

system [35], [37]–[41]. Nonetheless, some works mention that 

this service could be required in the future for DSOs [18], [30]. 

In that case, the EV control for frequency regulation in 

microgrids could be also considered as a service for DSOs, 

since they have the potential to improve microgrid stability 

when operating in an isolated mode, as discussed in [42]–[45].  

Most of the papers do not specify which kind of regulation is 

studied. Instead, the regulation services are mentioned in 

different ways, such as load regulation or load following. 

Non-spinning reserves are also found as supplemental reserves, 

while replacement reserves and contingency reserves refer to 

the same service. 

Based on the previous findings of the works presented in 

Table I, it is possible to observe that a) Most of the studies that 

have investigated services provided by EVs are addressed to 

services mainly provided to TSOs and not at the distribution 

system level; b) The current classifications of EV services are 

not clear about which stakeholder receives the benefits of these 

services; c) There is no clarity among the names given to 

different services, which makes it difficult to provide a 

consistent EV-DSS portfolio. The definitions of the offered 

services vary from market to market, and the classification of 

services depends mainly on the particular requirements of each 

DSO and the regulations of each country. For this reason, we 

proposed our own classification of EV-DSS, as a first step to 

move toward the formalization of DSO products. Having a 

clear definition and classification of the services that EVs can 

provide at the distribution system level makes it possible to 

identify the current requirements for realistic implementations. 

In the following sections, the proposed classification of the 

services provided by EVs specifically for DSOs will be 

presented. 

A. Proposed classification of distribution system services 

provided by EVs 

Table II presents the proposed classification of EV-DSS in 

which the services are classified into three main categories: 

active power support, reactive power support, and RES 

integration support. This table includes a list of references from 

the specialized literature, in which each service has been 

addressed. It also includes a list of some alternative names 

found in the literature for each service. 

Active power or real power is the main source of revenue for 

DSOs, and it has become an important issue for distribution 

systems. Usually, active power accomplishes the useful work, 

while reactive power supports voltage. However, if both active 

and reactive power are not efficiently controlled, 

operational/technical problems (e.g., overloading, overvoltage, 

undervoltage, and power loss increases) may occur. Therefore, 

active and reactive power should be efficiently controlled in 

order to maximize the earnings of DSOs while maintaining 

system reliability. 

Congestion management, loss minimization, load shifting, 

peak shaving, valley filling, and voltage control are involved in 

the category of active power support services (frequency 

regulation service is not included in this category because it is 

typically a service required by TSOs). Most of the services 

included in the active power support category are part of a large 

concept known as demand side management. Demand side 

management is a methodology in which the demanded energy 

is modified through different methods and incentives. Thus, 

demand is redistributed and spread more uniformly during the 

planning horizon. Demand side management comprises several 

initiatives and methods [46]–[48], which are depicted in Fig. 2. 
Note from Fig. 2 that demand response appears as an 

initiative of demand side management, which aims to induce 

lower electricity consumption by changing the normal 

consumption patterns of demand-side resources in response to 

changes in the price of electricity, or incentive payments [49]. 

Demand response can be accomplished by price signals 

(indirect load control) or predetermined contracts (direct load 

control) [50], applying methods such as load shifting. Peak 

shaving and valley filling are also among the methods used in 

demand side management. However, they can also be found in 

the literature as complements to the load shifting method, 

pursuing similar objectives, such as reducing peak demand, 

reducing energy cost, and avoiding violations of technical 

limits. For this reason, peak shaving and valley filling are 

connected to load shifting through the blue arrow in Fig. 2. 

Representations of peak shaving, valley filling, and load 

shifting are illustrated in Fig. 3 [51]. 

Reactive power compensation and voltage control or voltage 

TABLE II 

PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION OF THE EV-DSS. 

Category Services Related works Alternative names  

Active power 

support 

 

Congestion management [58], [59], [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67], [68],  Congestion alleviation, congestion prevention, 

Loss minimization  

[19], [64], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [81], [84], [96], 

[107], [111] 

Loss reduction 

Load shifting [72], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80], [111] Load leveling, load shaping, load flattening 

Peak shaving - valley filling  [19], [67], [81], [82], [83], [84], [85], [86], [87], [88], [89], [90] 
Load shedding, load curtailment, peak clipping, 

load variance, load shifting 

Voltage control by active power 
[9], [19], [58], [59], [63], [64], [65], [70], [71], [80], [81], [91], 

[92], [93], [94], [95], [96], [97], [110] 
Voltage regulation, voltage deviation reduction 

Reactive power 

support 

Reactive power compensation 
[84], [98], [99], [100], [101], [102], [103], [104], [105], [106], 

[107], [108], [109], [110] 
 

Voltage control by reactive power 
[10], [69], [84], [98], [101], [102], [103], [104], [105], [106], 

[107], [109], [110], [111] 
Voltage regulation 

Renewable energy 

sources 

integration 

support 

EV+PV [9], [10], [78], [96], [97], [107], [121], [122], [123], [124] 
 

EV+Wind [10], [109], [121]  
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regulation are involved in the category of reactive power 

support services. Note that voltage regulation support is a 

service included in both categories: active and reactive power 

support. 

Regarding the services provided by EVs for supporting RES 

integration into the grid, the main service found in the literature 

is the coordination between the operation of EVs and RES, 

which is divided into two subcategories: the charging and/or 

discharging of EVs, along with photovoltaic energy (EV+PV) 

and charging, and/or the discharging of EVs along with wind 

energy (EV+Wind). 

It is noticeable that a relationship between the services 

regarding active power support exists, as they pursue similar 

objectives. For instance, congestion management can be 

addressed by using load shifting in an indirect way. Peak 

shaving and load shifting are similar services. Load shifting is 

performed by moving the load from peak to valley times, 

achieving shaving and filling. However, in load shifting, the 

load is kept as part of the global demand, whereas in peak 

shaving, it is removed [52]. Some of the papers found in the 

literature address active power support services using different 

names. For instance, some studies address load shifting, load 

leveling, or load shaping, the last being the most generic term. 

Nonetheless, they may have different purposes. In energy 

storage applications, for instance, load shifting has the purpose 

of reducing peak demand, while load leveling has the same 

purpose, but for an economic operation [53]. Additionally, it 

was found that the term load leveling is used more frequently 

on the supply side, i.e., by electric utility companies, while peak 

shaving is used more frequently on the demand side, i.e., by 

electric utility customers [54]. The valley filling service can 

also be found as load variance or load shifting. Most of these 

services deal with peak events and prevent network overloading 

by reducing the peak power demand. Furthermore, they not 

only lower utility bills, but also reduce technical problems on 

the power grid. Therefore, each service is taken into account 

separately in order to present a clear classification of the 

EV-DSS. 

The main contributions of each paper, along with the basic 

definitions and formulations of the services, are described in 

the next section. This material provides a guide for the reader 

regarding the approach to choose, depending on the EV-DSS 

under consideration. 

III. CONTRIBUTION OF THE REVIEWED WORKS 

In this section, the main contributions of the reviewed papers 

about EV-DSS are presented. Most of the reviewed papers are 

taken from recent literature. Table III shows a summary of the 

characteristics of the reviewed papers, including information 

related to the consideration of V2G technology, solution 

techniques applied to address the services, type of control 

(centralized or decentralized), and consideration of 

uncertainties within the methodology. Table III also includes 

information regarding the test system (e.g., number of buses, 

real or adapted systems, and one- or three-phase systems) and 

the type of software and solver used in the simulations. The list 

of papers is sorted chronologically. After classifying and 

describing the studies that have been done in the academic 

research in regard to EV-DSS, the weaknesses of the developed 

strategies and research requirements are identified and 

discussed. 

A. Active power services  

The EV demand could be considered a controllable load that 

can be managed for different purposes. It has been 

demonstrated that EVs are usually charged during the peak 

hours [55], when the price of electricity is high. Some services, 

such as load shifting, peak shaving, and valley filling, have 

been developed in order to solve congestion problems in the 

grid. 

1)  Congestion management 

The concept of congestion in distribution systems typically 

appears when generation or demand exceeds the capacities of 

the installed equipment in the network, resulting in technical 

problems, such as overloading and power losses. Congestion 

management appears as a solution to deal with these issues 

[56]. It can be addressed in different manners, by using 

constrains for the thermal capacity of the installed equipment or 

establishing the capacity as an objective function. For instance, 

equation (1) represents a constraint to avoid overloads in lines; 

 and  are the power flow and thermal capacity of line l, 

respectively. In contrast to (1), (2) represents the total overload 

as a single objective function in which , , and  are 

the number of lines, the power flow, and the thermal capacity of 

line l, respectively [57]. | |  (1) 

 (2) 

Congestion management is addressed in [58]–[68]. In [58], 

the authors develop a smart charging controller that can be used 

for centralized/decentralized EV control, helping the grid with 

congestion and frequency issues. The authors in  [64] develop  
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Fig. 2. Demand side management framework 
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TABLE III 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REVIEWED PAPERS ON EV-DSS. 

Ref. Year V2G Solution technique Uncert. Test system 
Centralized/ 

Decentralized 
Software Stackable 

[91] 2012 – Quadratic and linear programming – Adapted real system C 
Hybrid simulator/ 

CPLEX 
N 

[92] 2012 – Linear programming X 3-phase Real system C MATLAB N 

[62] 2014 – Linear programming/ sub-gradient method – Adapted real system C – N 

[104] 2014 X Constant-current and constant-voltage – – – PSIM (Powersim, Inc.) Y 

[105] 2014 X Heuristics – – – MATLAB/Simulink Y 

[109] 2014 – Convex optimization – 10-bus test system C – Y 

[10] 2015 X Heuristics – MV- distribution system C – Y 

[82] 2015 X Heuristic: Fuzzy logic 
– Real test system, 1 main feeder and 

4 sub-feeders 
C – N 

[84] 2015 – Heuristics – 3-phase Real system D MATLAB Y 

[121] 2015 X Mixed-Integer Linear Programming – 84-bus distribution test system C GAMS/CPLEX Y 

[77] 2015 X Mixed-integer linear programming 
– 

37-bus distribution system D 
GAMS/CPLEX 

/MATLAB 
N 

[98] 2015 X 
Constant current/reduced constant 

current (CC/RCC) 

– 
– – PSCAD/EMT Y 

[71] 2015 X Mixed-integer non-linear programming – 33-bus distribution system – GAMS Y 

[69] 2015 – Quadratic program – 3-phase real system C/D CPLEX Y 

[101] 2015 X – – – – powersim (PSIM) Y 

[60] 2015 – – 
– 

Adapted real system C 
JACK/MATALB/Simuli

nk 
N 

[102] 2015 X Non-linear programming – 38-bus distribution system C MATLAB/Simulink Y 

[70] 2015 X Self-adaptive evolutionary algorithm – 69-bus distribution system C – N 

[123] 2015 X Heuristics – 70-bus Real distribution system C – Y 

[108] 2015 X  Fuzzy based control method – Real system C MATLAB/Simulink N 

[99] 2015 – Heuristics – 3-phase 33-bus distribution system – – N 

[87] 2015 – Heuristics – – D MATLAB N 

[78] 2015 X Heuristics – – C – Y 

[72] 2015 – Linear programming 
– 3-phase 134-bus distribution 

system 
C GAMS/CPLEX Y 

[75] 2015 X Linear programming – – D – N 

[85] 2015 X Heuristics X 72-bus MV real test system D – Y 

[103] 2016 – Droop control – 3-phase real system D 
MATLAB/ 

SimPowerSystems 
Y 

[106] 2016 X 
Mixed-integer non-linear programming / 

PSO-TVIW 
– 33-bus test system C – Y 

[19] 2016 X 

Stochastic global optimization problem 

approach/ Gaussian mixture model 

Copula function/Free Pattern Search 

X Real test system C – Y 

[81] 2016 X 

Quadratic non-linear constrained 

optimization / sequential quadratic 

programming 

– Real test system C/D – Y 

[86] 2016 – Linear programming – – D MATLAB N 

[83] 2016 X – – – – – N 

[107] 2016 – Particle Swarm Optimization – 33-bus radial distribution system C – Y 

[64] 2016 – Particle Swarm Optimization – 449-bus network C MATLAB Y 

[96] 2016 X Genetic Algorithms – Real system C – Y 

[63] 2016 X Point Estimate Method X 37-bus test system C/D MATLAB Y 

[100] 2016 X Linear programming – – – – N 

[65] 2016 X Quadratic optimization – Test system, 6 feeders, 53 LV buses D MATLAB Y 

[58] 2017 – Droop control – 3-phase real system C/D – Y 

[94] 2017 – Droop control – 3-phase test system D – N 

[9] 2017 X Non-linear programming 
– 3-phase - 123-bus distribution 

system 
– MATLAB/GAMS Y 

[61] 2017 – 

Sample average/approximation  

Bender’s 

decomposition 

X – C – N 

[59] 2017 X Mixed-integer non-linear programming – 37-bus distribution system C 
GAMS/CPLEX/CONOP

T 
Y 

[122] 2017 
– Two-level stochastic Mixed-Integer Linear 

programming 
X 

15-bus distribution 

network 
C CPLEX N 

[93] 2017 
– 

Particle Swarm Optimization – 
134-bus LV residential distribution 

feeder 
– MATLAB/DigSILENT N 

[88] 2017 – Heuristics – – C – N 

[89] 2017 X Heuristics X Residential real system D – N 

[76] 2017 X Mixed-integer linear programming – – C GAMS/CPLEX N 

[73] 2017 – Heuristics  – 449-bus distribution system C C++ Y 

[79] 2018 X Genetic Algorithms X 37-bus distribution system C – Y 

[110] 2018 X 
Constant current/constant voltage (CC/CV) 

Droop control 
– 

10-bus-LV residential distribution 

system 
C/D PSCAD Y 

[80] 2018 – Genetic Algorithms X 69-bus test system C – Y 

[67] 2018 – Gradient projection-based – 5/12-feeder test system D – Y 

[95] 2018 – mixed-integer linear programming X 
3-phase 178-bus distribution 

system 
D C++/AMPL/CPLEX Y 

Information not available (–), Centralized methods (C), Decentralized methods (D), Low Voltage Network (LV), Yes (Y), No (N) 
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an online algorithm for optimal EV charging coordination 

considering EV user preferences and grid technical conditions, 

contributing indirectly with loss minimization reduction.  

In [67], a gradient projection-based method to deal with 

overloading on the transformers is proposed. Similarly, in [63], 

a probabilistic model is proposed to reduce the probability of 

congestion of lines and under/overvoltage in the nodes in a 

radial distribution network. The authors in [59] propose three 

different EV charging coordination algorithms to prevent line 

congestion, voltage drops, and transformer congestion. 

A similar approach can be found in [62], in which the 

congestion problem is addressed through a coordination 

strategy to minimize the charging cost of EVs while 

maintaining thermal limits and considering the EV user 

requirements.  

In contrast to the studies described above, in [61], an EV 

charging coordination model is proposed to control the EV 

loads at a public station with fast chargers installed. The EV 

load is managed using its charging flexibility, so congestion 

problems are avoided. Moreover, in [66] and [68], price-based 

methods are proposed for congestion management in 

distribution networks under high penetration of EVs and heat 

pumps. 

2) Loss minimization 

Power losses are the energy dissipated as heat through the 

conductors. Typically, as demand increases, power losses 

increase as well. A classic formulation for minimizing the 

power losses in distribution systems is given by (3), where  

and  are the resistance and the current of line l, respectively. 

 (3) 

The strategies developed in [69]–[72], [73], and [74] deal 

with power losses in the grid. A multi-objective methodology 

for the day-ahead active and reactive power scheduling 

problem is proposed in [71]. Here, EVs contribute with voltage 

regulation through active power control. In [72], the proposed 

online EV charging coordination minimizes the total cost of the 

electricity and the power losses, considering the network 

security, power quality, and EV constraints. Load shifting is 

implicitly addressed in this work.  

Centralized and decentralized EV charging coordination 

strategies for balancing the operation of distribution networks 

using EV chargers and PV inverters are proposed in [69]. The 

objective function aims to minimize the load variance, dealing 

with power losses and avoiding the violation of voltage limits. 

Distinct from [69], in [70], the authors propose a stochastic 

optimization model to solve the distribution feeder 

reconfiguration problem as a reliability-enhancing strategy to 

coordinate the V2G provision of EV fleets. In [73], charging 

coordination strategies are proposed to minimize the total 

operational cost of the distribution system considering 

customer preferences and to maintain the technical grid 

constraints, while in [74], the strategies are developed to 

minimize variations in the average voltage of the feeders. 

3) Load shifting 

Load shifting reduces the utility loads during periods of peak 

demand and builds the load in off-peak periods, which means 

that some appliances (e.g., EVs) are switched off during peak 

demand [51]. As a result, the electricity consumption is shifted 

from peak to off-peak hours, and vice versa. 

Several studies have involved load-shifting strategies for 

minimizing the peak demand. For instance, in [75], the authors 

propose distributed algorithms that enable EV users to 

participate in demand response programs to reduce the peak 

demand and to flatten the demand curve through a game theory 

approach. Similarly, an intelligent algorithm to control EV 

charging/discharging is proposed in [76]. There, the algorithm 

takes advantage of the energy store capacity of EVs to provide 

support to the grid and avoids new peak demands by using a 

tariffs scheme.  

The work presented in [77] proposes a mathematical model 

in which the EV load is shifted according to the charging prices, 

and the profit of all the involved parties is maximized. In the 

same way, in [78], an EV charging/discharging control for load 

leveling to minimize the electricity cost is proposed. The 

methodology is developed for peak-load shifting by using the 

EV batteries and PV panels to support electricity in a 

small-scale energy management system. In [79] and [80], smart 

charging strategies are proposed to deal with peak loads 

through load shifting. Although [79] considers the technical 

constraints of the grid and the EVs, [80] is more focused on 

economical solutions for future smart cities. 

4) Peak shaving and valley filling 

Peak shaving consists of the peak demand reduction of the 

system by direct load control, while valley filling is another 

form of load management, which embraces building load in 

off-peak periods and improving the load factor [51]. In terms of 

EVs, users are encouraged to charge their cars during the 

off-peak periods. Basic formulations for these services are 

presented in (4) and (5). 

 ∆  (4) 

TABLE III 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REVIEWED PAPERS ON EV-DSS. (Continuation...) 

Ref. Year V2G Solution technique Uncert. Test system 
Centralized/ 

Decentralized 
Software Stackable 

[111] 2018 – Non-linear programming – 33-bus distribution system C GAMS/KNITRO Y 

[124] 2018 – mixed-integer linear programming – 
107-bus distribution system (11 MV 

and 96 LV) 
C AMPL/CPLEX Y 

[97] 2018 X – X Real test system C – Y  

[74]  2018 X Heuristics – Real distribution system C 
MATLAB/DigSI

LENT 
Y 

[68] 2018 – linear programming – 4-bus test system D GAMS/CPLEX Y 

[66] 2018 – mixed-integer linear programming X 33-bus distribution system D GAMS/CPLEX Y 

[90] 2018 – Convex optimization – 3-phase real distribution system D MATLAB/CVX Y 

Information not available (–), Centralized methods (C), Decentralized methods (D), Low Voltage Network (LV), Yes (Y), No (N) 
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 (5) 

In (4), the total curtailed load cost is minimized, where  is 

the number of loads to be disconnected, 	is the cost of each 

load, and ∆  is the quantity of load curtailed. In (5), the 

power consumed from the grid at time t ( ) during the off-peak 

periods ( ) is maximized. Several works have been 

developed in order to provide peak shaving and valley filling 

services [81]–[83]. Alternatively, [19], [84], and [85] only 

apply peak shaving, while in [86], [87], [88], [89], and [90], 

only valley filling is considered. In [82], the authors design 

fuzzy logic controllers to be used in the substations and in the 

EV charging stations for real-time EV charging coordination to 

support the grid. In [81] and [85],  distributed EV charging 

strategies are proposed to minimize the system load variance 

and to flatten the daily grid demand. While [81] focuses on the 

EV/RES coordination, [85] focuses on the EV owners’ 

preferences. A similar approach can be found in [83], in which 

an algorithm for EV charging/discharging coordination is 

proposed to minimize the peak load demand and to foresee 

congestion in the feeders and transformers. In [90], a strategy to 

coordinate the available PEV battery capacity for local peak 

shaving, along with a peak-shaving index, are proposed.  

The work presented in [19] proposes an approach for the 

statistical assessment of the potential of plug-in EV fleets 

providing ancillary services using V2G technology. In [86], 

decentralized algorithms with minimal communication and 

delay considerations are proposed to prevent overloading in 

transformers and to achieve a desirable level of valley filling in 

the grid. Likewise, in [87], the authors propose strategies for 

solving the EV charging coordination problem, considering the 

EV owners’ preferences while minimizing the variance and 

peak of the aggregated load profile. In [88], the authors propose 

a valley filling strategy for EV charging coordination that can 

improve the grid operation with a low computational algorithm, 

while in [89], EV charging/discharging control strategies are 

proposed using a predictive control approach to reduce power 

fluctuations from EV charging and their impact on the demand 

curve. In [89], the EV load is managed in the valley filling 

operation, similar to the approach proposed in [67]. 

Additionally, the works presented in [19], [81], and [84] 

contribute indirectly with loss minimization and voltage 

regulation.  

5) Voltage regulation by active power control 

Voltage issues appear when connecting generation or 

consumption units to the distribution network, leading to 

voltage rise or drop problems. Active and reactive voltage 

control methods have been developed to deal with these 

problems by controlling different network resources, such as 

on-load tap changers, distributed generation units, capacitor 

banks, and other controllable devices (e.g., EVs). Voltage 

control can be carried out using constraints for voltage limits as 

described in (6), where , , and  are the voltage 

magnitude and the minimum and the maximum voltages at 

node i, respectively. It can also be formulated as an objective 

function in which the total voltage deviation, i.e., difference 

between a voltage reference and an estimated value, is 

minimized, as described in (7). , , , and  are the 

number of nodes, the voltage reference, and the estimated 

voltage at note i, respectively. 	  (6) 

,  (7) 

Voltage regulation has been addressed in [9], [65], [91]–[94], 

and [95]. In [9], a methodology for EV and PV coordination in 

real-time is developed in order to mitigate the imbalance in low 

voltage (LV) distribution grids by using V2G. In [9], demand 

response is used as a strategy to cope with peak demand and 

voltage drop issues. The study in [91] aims at minimizing the 

total EV charging cost, considering the interaction between the 

aggregator, the DSO, and the electricity market, while 

maintaining the technical conditions of the grid. In the same 

way, control algorithms are proposed in [92] to optimize the EV 

charging coordination, maximize the power required for each 

EV, and maintain the grid operational constraints.  

A method for optimal EV charging/discharging coordination 

to improve the voltage imbalance factor is proposed in [93], 

while the authors in [94] develop a methodology to improve the 

power quality of a low voltage network. A local smart charging 

controller is used for validating the EVs’ ability to reduce 

voltage imbalances by modulating their charging current 

according to local voltage measurements. Similarly, in [95], a 

novel method is proposed that only requires local voltage 

magnitude measurements to maintain the operational limits of 

the distribution system. A similar approach can be found in 

[65], in which an algorithm for managing EV 

charging/discharging in LV distribution networks is proposed. 

The objective function aims at controlling the voltage profile 

while considering the EV users’ preferences. Furthermore, the 

algorithm reduces the line and transformer loadings during the 

peak hours in an indirect way. In [19], [58], [59], [63], [64],  

[71], [70], [80], [81], [96], and [97], the voltage regulation 

service is indirectly addressed as an active power support 

service. 

Most of the studies that address services in the category of 

active power support consider V2G technology in their 

approaches. Nonetheless, it is not a requirement to offer this 

kind of service to the grid. 

B. Reactive power services 

Reactive power and voltage control can be properly managed 

and implemented to provide adequate service quality. Several 

works have demonstrated that reactive power control can be 

used to maintain the voltage within acceptable levels. It can 

also be used to reduce power losses and congestion issues and 

to improve the power factor and congestion. 

 

1) Reactive power compensation 

Reactive power compensation is a method for balancing the 

capacitive and inductive components of a power system in 

order to provide sufficient voltage support and to enhance the 

reliability and security of the grid. In terms of EVs, it is a 

service provided by the DC-link capacitor of an EV 

bidirectional battery charger, which, according to the literature, 

could be advantageous in terms of the life cycle of the battery 

because the battery is not directly responsible for providing this 
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service [20]. Different studies addressing this topic can be 

found in [84], [98]–[108], and [109].  Furthermore, most of 

them also deal with issues related to voltage drops and power 

losses. For instance, in [84], despite the fact that the work is 

mainly focused on reactive power compensation, the 

methodology also deals with power loss issues. In that work, 

the authors propose three algorithms for EV charging and study 

the impact of the reactive power injection on the voltage 

deviation, peak load, and power losses. Similarly, in [109], a 

P-Q control strategy for EV charging stations is proposed, in 

which EVs are used to compensate the reactive power 

consumed by wind turbines installed at the distribution system 

level. 

2) Reactive power compensation from EV chargers 

Some works are focused on the EV chargers. For instance, in 

[98], the authors design a bidirectional EV fast charger that is 

used to provide reactive power compensation by maintaining 

voltage regulation and power factor correction. Similarly, in 

[101] and [110], the authors implement a single-phase on-board 

bidirectional EV charger, which not only provides energy to the 

EV batteries, but also provides reactive power support to the 

grid. In the same way, a control strategy for EV charging and 

reactive power support using a three-phase off-board EV 

charger is developed in [104], while in [105], the authors 

propose a reactive power compensation method for EVs in 

which the power limit of the system is controlled by 

establishing an active power priority. An alternative approach 

is proposed in [102], in which the authors develop an optimal 

coordinated voltage regulation algorithm including EV, DG, 

and on-load tap-changer devices. Alternatively, the work in 

[103] proposes an EV reactive power control, dependent on the 

voltage. The objective aims to support the loaded phases and 

mitigate the voltage imbalances of the grid without affecting 

user comfort. 

3) Smart charging/discharging strategies 

Distinct from the aforementioned works, a smart 

charging/discharging strategy of EV aggregators is developed 

in [106] to provide services to the grid within an energy 

management system. A similar approach can be found in [107], 

in which the authors propose an algorithm for continuous 

reactive power management by EVs and PV systems, 

considering technical aspects of the network. Similar results 

can be found in [99], in which a reactive power management 

strategy is proposed. 

In [108], a grid-supporting EV station is modeled, and the 

EVs provide active and reactive power support to the grid by 

controlling the power angle and voltage. The approach in [100] 

evaluates the capability and cost of providing reactive power 

support by EVs through a mathematical model that considers 

the grid’s technical constraints and EV user requirements. In 

[111], voltage control is addressed by managing the reactive 

power from EVs. A mathematical model is proposed to 

minimize EV load curtailment, power losses, and load shifting 

in an implicit way.  

Regarding voltage control services, most of the previous 

studies that address reactive power compensation implicitly 

address voltage issues, as previously mentioned. 

C. Grid integration of RES  

Along with EVs, RES integration into distribution systems is 

emerging as a solution to cope with environmental issues. 

However, it has been demonstrated that a high penetration of 

RES may cause operational problems to the grid due to its 

intermittency, bringing additional challenges for DSOs [112]. 

The joint operation of EVs and RES is a good option for 

DSOs to deal with these issues. EVs can support the grid 

operation in different ways, taking into account that some 

EV-DSS, for instance, are inspired in the services provided by 

DG units and energy storage devices to TSOs. The services 

included in this category refer to those in which EVs help to 

support the integration of RES into the grid by mitigating the 

intermittent output power from solar energy (PV) or wind 

energy (WE). EV energy consumption is encouraged during the 

periods of high RES power production in order to avoid power 

curtailments. Moreover, when properly managed, EVs can act 

as storage devices to satisfy the demand when there is a deficit 

in the power production from RES. 

Regarding the services provided by EVs for supporting RES 

integration into distribution systems, a number of studies 

examine the large-scale integration of EVs for supporting the 

integration of WE [113] and PV in power systems [114]–[116]. 

Despite the fact that WE is usually integrated into the 

transmission systems, the penetration of wind power at the 

distribution system level has also been studied in [117], in 

which demand response strategies are proposed to prevent 

overvoltage issues. In contrast, solar energy is usually 

integrated at the distribution system level, at which overvoltage 

issues are also addressed [118], [119]. 

 

1) Joint operation of EVs, WE, and PV systems 

Several approaches have focused on the joint operation of 

EVs and RES. In [34] and [120], reviews related to the ability 

of EVs to support RES integration into the distribution system, 

as well as its economic and environmental impacts, are 

presented. The work presented in [10] proposes an algorithm 

for controlling EV charging/discharging to deal with the high 

penetration of RES. The algorithm considers wind turbines at 

the medium voltage (MV) level and solar panels at the LV 

level, and it uses EVs for the grid support, dealing mainly with 

voltage deviation issues. Similarly, in [121], the authors 

propose a method for EV charging coordination, in which the 

EVs are considered responsive loads that can provide reserve 

services to the grid in order to compensate for renewable power 

production variability (WE and PV systems). Another approach 

is proposed in [122], in which a mathematical model is 

developed to manage the integrated operation of both plug-in 

EV parking lots and RES. In this work, the technical constraints 

of the distribution network are partly taken into account. 

2) Joint operation of EVs and PV systems 

The authors in [123] develop a control strategy for EV 

charging/discharging to mitigate PV system impacts: 

overvoltage during the day, peak load during the evening, and 

reverse power flows. Similar strategies are proposed in [97], 
aiming at reducing the PV power curtailment caused by 

overvoltages under vehicle-to-home scenarios. In the same 

way, in [96], an algorithm for managing the integrated 

operation of EVs and PV systems by using EVs as storage 

devices is proposed. The objective is to maximize the 

participation of PV systems in ancillary services by using EV 

storage, considering the EV user requirements and the grid 
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constraints. The storage also can help to deal with the peak load 

at night. In [114]–[116] and [124], storage devices are also 

included within the operational strategies for EVs and RES.  

Even though the approaches in [9], [78], [107], and [109] 

were described in previous sections, they also address the joint 

management of EVs and RES in order to improve the operation 

of the grid. 

D. Limitation/Weakness of the reviewed works and research 

requirements 

It is clear that most of the previous papers are focused on 

developing optimal strategies and methods to control the EV 

charging coordination, aiming to minimize/maximize different 

objectives named in this manuscript as EV-DSS. However, it 

could be observed from the literature review that important 

aspects within the strategies are disregarded or even developed 

based on unrealistic assumptions, making the implementation 

of EV-DSS in real-life applications difficult. 

 

1) Price-based strategies in active power control  

Most of the services regarding active power support deal 

with load congestion and peak demand issues, which may be 

influenced by price signals and uncontrollable elements, such 

as socioeconomic and environmental factors. These issues 

typically appear during the peak hours when not only is the 

conventional demand consumed, but, at the same time, EVs are 

being charged. Different strategies can be used for grid 

congestion management, such as distribution grid capacity 

market, advance capacity allocation, and dynamic tariffs [112], 

[125]. Most of the strategies for grid congestion management, 

for instance, are based on the electricity price behavior, and 

their main objective is encouraging the energy consumption of 

EVs during off-peak hours, when the electricity price is lower. 

In this context, the grid congestion management based on 

dynamic tariffs provides indirect service to the grid. However, 

these strategies should be carefully addressed in order to avoid 

creating new technical problems.  

In terms of the peak demand, for example, one must bear in 

mind that peak hours do not only take place when the electricity 

price is high. For instance, in distribution systems with a high 

penetration of RES, the market may face negative prices (low 

prices) during the daytime. This may result in new peak hours 

and new technical issues, such as overloading in some feeders 

or undervoltage problems in some nodes, although the 

electricity price is still low. For example, Fig. 4 shows a case in 

Denmark in which the electricity prices reached negative values 

in the off-peak hours (12:00 – 16:00) during the daytime on 

May 1, 2017. Lower prices could create new peaks if people are 

encouraged to charge their EVs during those hours, induced by 

the RES power production. Therefore, shifting the load to 

periods with lower electricity prices may be achieved at the 

expense of creating new peak demands. In the reviewed 

literature, some of the price-based signal strategies for EV 

charging/discharging coordination are focused on minimizing 

operational costs or EV charging costs. Although most of the 

works consider the technical constraints of the grid, the creation 

of new peaks is scarcely addressed. Therefore, price-based 

strategies in active power control should be carefully designed 

because new and potentially inconvenient peaks may be 

created. 

2) Strategies for joint management of EVs and RES.  

One way to deal with load congestion and new peak issues is 

properly managing the joint operation between EVs and RES, 

which could bring several advantages for DSOs. In the case of 

PV systems, for instance, it is known that their high penetration 

in distribution systems may cause new issues for the grid. 

Congestion, for example, can happen due to a high load or high 

power production of PVs. Then, DSOs may face 

overvoltage/undervoltage in some nodes or overloading in the 

transformers. However, EVs can help to alleviate those 

problems and to maintain the grid operation within reliable 

conditions. During the period of high PV production, the EVs 

can increase charging, even if the price of the electricity is high. 

In that case, EVs would help with the integration of PV systems 

into distribution systems by preventing the curtailment or, 

ultimately, the need of disconnection from the grid. 

Furthermore, if the EVs do not need to be charged during the 

periods of high PV production, they can be used as storage 

devices, as long as their batteries have available capacity, 

storing the surplus of energy coming from the PVs. This energy 

can be used during peak hours through V2G technology. There 

are few studies that consider this as a potential market for 

EV-DSS, which affords room to propose new strategies for the 

integrated coordination between EVs and RES in distribution 

systems.  

Although there is room for new investigations on the 

aforementioned topics, there is still one limitation that strongly 

affects the implementation of EV-DSS, which is the 

assumption of market existence for each service, as further 

discussed below. 

3) Assumptions on market existence and economic 

calculations 

Several important aspects, such as the existence of a market; 

regulations; or economic aspects, e.g., the cost related to these 

services, are assumed or simply disregarded in most of the 

literature reviewed. A figurative example is explained as 

follows: If a strategy is developed to coordinate the 

charging/discharging of EVs in order to minimize the charging 

cost from the owner’s perspective, a contract between the 

owner and the other party (probably an aggregator or even the 
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DSO) should exist. If the owner is willing to provide services 

for the DSO, how should the remuneration process be carried 

out? How should be the contract? How much can the owner 

earn for providing services for the DSO? How does the market 

work for each service? Many of these open questions have been 

addressed at the transmission system level. However, at the 

distribution system level, all of these topics remain unclear. 

In this way, managing the charging/discharging control of 

EVs as a service for supporting the distribution grid becomes a 

new paradigm that requires an appropriate regulatory 

framework that endorses the EV service provision for DSOs 

[31]. By having a clear concept on it, the current strategies and 

methods developed to provide EV-DSS can be improved, or 

new ones can even be proposed to align with the current 

requirements for realistic implementations. Therefore, further 

research in market and economic aspects is required in order to 

ease the implementation of EV-DSS in real applications. 

Based on the previous discussion, it can be seen that most of 

the literature reviewed remains in theoretical implementations. 

Thus, it would be useful to assess how far the EV-DSS are from 

being implemented in real applications. Hence, in the following 

section, an assessment of the maturity of EV-DSS is provided. 

IV. ASSESSMENT OF THE MATURITY OF EV-DSS FOR REAL 

APPLICATIONS 

Based on the background, it is clear that there are many 

strategies and solutions suggested for EV-DSS. However, since 

EV-DSS are a new paradigm, DSOs are not yet allowed to 

acquire services from other stakeholders or to participate in the 

market. Therefore, it is relevant to assess the implementability 

of these services in real applications and the possibility of being 

combined with frequency regulation as a special case. This is 

done by aiming at encouraging the development of local DSO 

markets and promoting the active participation of EVs as 

service providers for DSOs. The base case of frequency 

controlled normal operation reserve (FNR found in Denmark 

zone DK2) provided by EVs to the TSOs used for this 

comparison framework is supported by the real implementation 

of EV services through the Parker project [24]. The definition 

of these two comparison parameters is presented as follows: 

Implementability: Ease of implementation of EV-DSS in a 

time horizon when compared with the current implementation 

of a real-life case of FNR provided by EV to TSOs. 

Stackability: Possibility of combining different services. For 

simplicity, the comparison will be carried out between the 

categories previously defined in Table II, using a special case of 

FNR with EV-DSS and the possibility of combining them.  

A. Implementability 

The implementability of the EV-DSS is assessed by taking 

into account three time horizons as shown in Fig. 5: short-term 

(0-2 years), medium-term (2-5 years), and long-term (over 5 

years). The assessment considers aspects such as the 

information and capabilities that are expected to be available 

for their implementation, for instance, infrastructure, 

technology, policies, and market framework, among others.  

From Fig. 5, it is possible to observe that FNR is a current 

service provided by EVs (here and now). However, one has to 

bear in mind that frequency regulation is a service procured by 

TSOs for which there is a complete market framework 

designed. Comparing this specific case of FNR with EV-DSS, 

it is possible to observe that, for instance, reactive power 

compensation is a service that could be implemented in a 

medium-long-term time horizon. Although new grid codes in 

Denmark include policies that allow EV chargers to provide 

reactive power to the grid [126], reactive power support cannot 

be implemented in the short-term because there is not yet any 

market for reactive power services. In addition, the majority of 

EV chargers are not able to control the reactive power at the 

connection point. 

Congestion management, load shifting, peak shaving, and 

valley filling could be implemented between a short- and 

medium-term time horizon, as indicated by some real 

applications of these services in California, in which the load is 

shifted, based on EV tariffs [127], [128]. These kinds of 

services are easier to implement since they are based on 

controlling active power, for which there are more market 

framework proposals. However, the application of these 

services depends on the demand in each market. For this 

reason, there are still some challenges from the DSO market 

perspective that should be addressed to definitively establish 

these services as EV-DSS. 

Voltage regulation by active power is in the medium-term 

time horizon since this is a high-level power quality indicator. 

Currently, monetary penalties are applied to network operators 

in case of voltage quality issues. Since there are no markets 

specifically developed for this service, voltage regulation by 

active power still needs time to develop an appropriate market 

structure and become a DSO service. Voltage regulation by 

reactive power control could be implemented in the 

medium-long-term time horizon. The grid codes allow EV 

chargers to provide reactive power, but special equipment 

capable of providing reactive power (which is not common in 

current EV chargers) should be specially designed. Some 

companies are working on implementing this technology on 

new EV chargers. 

EVs + RES integration support for DSOs are services that 

could be implemented in the medium-long-term time horizon 

since there are already well-defined market frameworks for 

service provisions from RES to TSOs. These models can be 

used as a base to create new markets for the joint operation of 

EVs and RES as a DSO product. Moreover, there are some real 

Fig. 5. Assessment of the maturity in the EV-DSS implementation. 
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implementations of services provided by RES. In Germany, for 

instance, peak reduction and voltage regulation services are 

being implemented through PV units connected to the 

distribution network in response to reduced grid tariffs [129]. 

However, the increasing penetration of PV units causes 

operational issues to the grid, resulting in grid expansion 

requirements. EVs can be used to support the integration of 

RES at the distribution system level under suitable regulations 

and market frameworks specifically developed or adjusted for 

such services. A lack of rules and standards for managing this 

technology and equipment in distribution grids makes it 

difficult to see the implementation of such services in the near 

future. 

B. Stackability 

The stackability of services is assessed using three levels: 

high, medium, and low (easy, medium, and difficult), 

considering two ways of application: scheduled or 

simultaneous. The possibility of a combination of EV-DSS per 

category with a special case of FNR and the possibility of 

combining between them are shown in Table IV. The last 

column in Table III provides information about the 

combination of different services in each paper included in the 

literature review. 

The services in Table IV included in the category of active 

power support, such as congestion management, loss 

minimization, load shifting, peak shaving, and valley filling, 

can be easily combined with frequency regulation because 

these services are mainly constrained by time. This means that 

they are activated during specific periods of time, e.g., off-peak 

hours, according to the requirements of the distribution grid. 

Then, EVs can be used during the remaining time to provide 

other services, such as frequency regulation, assuming a 

minimum energy requirement per hour to satisfy the user 

preferences. However, the combination of these services is 

limited by the kind of time scheduling, e.g., in the day-ahead 

(scheduled), intra-day, or real-time (simultaneous). The 

high-level combination of these services works if they are 

previously scheduled, because the power modulation is 

scheduled according to the peak or valley periods. Otherwise, 

the stackability of services may be reduced because, in the 

intra-day or real-time market in which simultaneous services 

may be necessary, continuous power modulation is required. 

This hinders the combination of services because real-time 

information is needed, which requires special technology and 

equipment. Continuous power modulation implies that EVs 

should be ready at any time to provide specific services, which 

reduces the possibility of offering other services such as RES 

integration. However, the combination between FNR and 

reactive power compensation, and between FNR and voltage 

regulation by reactive power control qualifies for a high-level 

since FNR only requires active power modulation and the 

reactive power could be adjusted correspondingly. 

It is possible to see from Table IV that there is a high 

possibility of combination between FNR and RES integration 

support since these services also depend on time. EVs can be 

used during specific periods of time to mitigate the intermittent 

output power production from RES, and in the remaining time, 

they can be used to provide other services, such as frequency 

regulation. However, it could be more difficult to combine 

these services simultaneously, since frequency regulation 

requires constant power modulation, and the EV should be 

ready to provide the service at any time. 

Reactive power compensation and voltage regulation by 

reactive power control could be combined, with most of the 

services belonging to the category of active power support, 

regardless of application. It is important to remember that this 

service is mainly limited by the requirement of special 

technology and equipment. Thus, it is possible to see that the 

reactive power provision is far from being implemented in the 

future, but would actually be mixable with the active power 

services for DSOs and TSOs.  

The stackability of the services belonging to the category of 

active and reactive power support and to the category of RES 

integration support is high, as long as the services are 

prescheduled. This is because RES operation is constrained in 

time. Then, EVs can be used to support the grid when the RES 

operation is causing operational challenges, and in other 

periods of time, they can support the grid problems related to 

congestion, voltage drops, or overloading, e.g., caused by an 

increase in conventional demand. Stackability of these services 

in a simultaneous way is limited to the coincidence in time of 

operational problems caused by RES operation and those 

caused by other reasons, e.g., increase in conventional demand. 

For this reason, plus the demand for special equipment for 

information exchange in real-time, the stackability of these 

services qualifies for a medium level. 

Despite the fact that some services can be executed 

simultaneously, prioritization and a sense of compromise 

should be accounted for between them. For instance, voltage 

regulation by active and reactive power can be combined with 

FNR; however, according to the system conditions, it should be 

defined which of those services has the highest priority.  

V. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE RESEARCH SUGGESTIONS 

In this paper, a classification, summary, and comparison of 

the works addressing EV services specifically developed to 

support the distribution grid have been presented. Following 

the previous analysis, it can be concluded that, although there 

are certain works addressing EV-DSS, there are still key 

aspects that need to be tackled. An analysis of these key aspects 

can identify and highlight open challenges and needs for further 

TABLE IV 

ASSESSMENT OF THE STACKABILITY OF THE EV-DSS PER CATEGORIES BASED ON THE PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION OF TABLE II. 

Scheduled Simultaneous 

Category 
FNR (Special 

case) 

Active power 

support 

Reactive 

power 

support 

RES 

integration 

support 

FNR (Special 

case) 

Active power 

support 

Reactive 

power support 

RES 

integration 

support 

Active power support H - H H L - H M 

Reactive power support H - - H H - - M 

RES integration support H - - - M - - - 

H - High level, M - Medium level, L - Low level.  
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research in specific areas to move toward realistic 

implementations of EV-DSS. In this way, challenges and 

prospects arising from the transition to a new perception of 

EV-DSS are discussed in this section. 

A. Market framework 

There are several market frameworks that are designed 

according to the requirements and regulations in each country. 

For instance, the market framework in the US is composed of 

generation companies, independent system operators (ISOs), 

and utility companies. In the US market framework, the ISO is 

the owner of the market. In Europe, the market framework is 

almost the same; the difference is that the market operator is 

independent [130]. Differences between market structures in 

several countries can be found in [26], [27]. According to the 

European Network of Transmission System Operators for 

Electricity (ENTSO-E) [131], there are available market 

frameworks for contemporary ancillary services provided to 

TSOs, such as frequency containment reserve capacity/energy, 

frequency restoration reserve capacity/energy (automatic), 

frequency restoration reserve capacity/energy (manual), and 

replacement reserves. The types of market frameworks in 

Europe are based on bilateral markets, free offers, hybrid 

markets, mandatory offers, mandatory provision, mandatory 

provision without reservation, and organized markets. In a 

bilateral market, for instance, a grid user and TSO negotiate a 

contract for the offered service and price/price system [131].  

Regarding the market framework for EV-DSS, it could be 

mentioned that clearly, there is not much consensus regarding 

EV-DSS in the contemporary literature. At the moment, there is 

a market for frequency regulation services, but these services 

are usually required for TSOs. In contrast, at the distribution 

system level, there are market framework proposals for services 

such as congestion management and voltage regulation by 

using active power control [132], while for load shifting, peak 

shaving, and valley filling, they have not been proposed yet. 

Because there is no commercial market defined for reactive 

power support, the economic incentive is focused on active 

power support. Several works address loading and voltage 

regulation services by modulating the EV active power. 

Nonetheless, some EV users may not enable this service due to 

the delay in the charging process, which affects their comfort. 

Furthermore, the communication infrastructure and users’ 

privacy become additional limitations in the service provision 

[31].  

Regarding reactive power support, there is a high potential 

for using EVs to provide voltage regulation by injecting 

reactive power into the grid. One of the reasons for using EVs 

on that purpose is that reactive power does not affect the 

charging process of the EVs, which maintains user comfort. 

Few works have addressed reactive power control strategies 

[98], [100], [101], [103]–[105]. This is a new area that could be 

explored, despite some limitations, especially those related to 

the requirements of special chargers with V2G technology, 

along with a market framework.  

In this way, from the market framework point of view, 

market design for EV-DSS is a potential topic for further 

research since most of the DSOs are not allowed yet to acquire 

services from other parties or to participate in the market [31]. 

New market models that enable active and reactive EV-DSS, 

such as load shifting, peak shaving, valley filling, voltage 

regulation, and reactive power control at the distribution system 

level, can be investigated and proposed to enforce the 

participation of DSOs in the market as an active player. 

B. Economic aspects 

According to the literature review, it could be mentioned that 

there is a lack of information in terms of the economic aspects 

of EV-DSS. Most of the studies focus on EV coordination in 

order to address loading and voltage issues, disregarding the 

details of the economic aspects, such as the revenues for 

providing services to the DSOs. One possible reason could be 

that these calculations depend highly on the regulation policies 

and socioeconomic and environmental conditions of each 

country. It is worth mentioning that the main incentive for the 

EV owners to allow active power control is the minimization of 

the EV charging cost. Usually, these strategies are based on 

electricity prices and involve the EVs being charged during 

periods of low electricity prices. However, most of the studies 

focus on developing strategies, methodologies, and algorithms 

for EV charging coordination while disregarding the economic 

aspects of EV-DSS.  

One important issue regarding the economic aspects of 

EV-DSS is the definition of the price signals, so that the results 

benefit all stakeholders. The work presented in [133] proposes 

a market framework, introducing a design for an EV charging 

billing process based on a two-price model in order to 

incorporate EV services into distribution systems. According to 

the simulations carried out in [133] using a real distribution 

system in Denmark, one EV user does not receive much money 

per year for providing services to the DSOs, considering one 

single charging event per EV per day. It is important to mention 

that the estimation of the revenues for the DSOs is not easy to 

assess because there are several parties involved in the retail 

electricity market with a corresponding revenue distribution.  

On the other hand, although there is not a market framework 

for service provision at the distribution system level, and even 

though there is no information regarding the economic aspects 

associated with them, a good starting point could be the 

inclusion of these services as part of the grid codes in the future. 

In Denmark, for instance, EV chargers should be able to 

provide reactive power to the grid [126]. 

For these reasons, more research on this topic is encouraged 

in an attempt to answer many questions that remain 

unanswered. For instance, who will be able to provide 

flexibility to the DSOs? How can consumers be encouraged to 

provide services while being profitable? How much may 

consumers earn by providing services for DSOs? How should 

the grid operating rules be modified to include EV-DSS? What 

should the regulation framework be? It is worth mentioning that 

the answers to these questions depend on each country and the 

special needs of each DSO. These matters have been poorly 

addressed in contemporary literature. Therefore, economic 

evaluations, including aspects such as benefit analysis for all 

stakeholders and possible remuneration strategies for service 

providers, are still open for research. 

C. EV battery degradation caused by EV services 

Because EVs can offer grid support by controlling the 

charging/discharging of their batteries, the operational 
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strategies developed for this control may affect the battery life. 

Factors mainly related to the operation of the EV, such as 

charge transfer, charging rate, and average SOC, affect the 

battery life span. When providing services, there is a higher 

probability of incurring on more EV charge and discharge 

cycles, and the charging rate should be modulated according to 

the control signal, e.g., the frequency signal, which may reduce 

the life span of the battery. Hence, it is expected that service 

provision may have a detrimental impact on battery 

degradation. 

Some studies have focused on this matter. In [5], the authors 

analyze the effect on the EV battery life caused by the grid 

support and propose measures to reduce these negative impacts. 

In [134], a battery degradation cost model is developed based 

on the cost incurred by EV users as a result of the 

charging/discharging activities associated with participation in 

V2G programs. A similar approach can be found in [135], in 

which only the battery discharging degradation cost is taken 

into account to calculate the effect of providing V2G services. 

The works presented in [136] and [137] also address the battery 

degradation effects caused by EV service provision. Therefore, 

the impact on battery degradation is an important issue that 

should be always considered and assessed within the strategies 

developed to provide EV-DSS, because the integration of 

battery degradation costs may change the charging/discharging 

strategies. Moreover, it is necessary to answer questions in 

regard to economic calculations: How much damage is caused 

by providing services? How is this damage compensated? Who 

is responsible for the payment? Hence, this topic becomes an 

interesting potential field for future research. 

A comparison of the hourly energy exchanged (charged and 

discharged) of one EV with and without providing services can 

be seen in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a shows the possible conventional daily 

energy exchanged for one EV Nissan LEAF with a battery 

capacity of 24 kWh. Considering the average travel distance 

per day in Denmark, which is approximately 40km [138], it 

results in a daily energy consumption for driving of 

approximately 8 kWh. Furthermore, it is assumed that the EV is 

used for traveling to work and that it is connected in a 

residential area for charging, using a slow charger with power 

rated at 3.6 kW. Assuming an unknown initial SOC of the 

battery and also assuming that the charging process will only 

finish when the car is disconnected or fully charged (according 

to the user preferences) it can be seen from Fig. 6a that the 

energy discharged only depends on the energy required for 

driving and that the charging rate is stable. Fig. 6b shows the 

total energy exchanged per hour of the same EV Nissan Leaf 

providing FNR to Energinet, the TSO in Denmark, through an 

ENEL V2G charger with 10 kW of power rated capacity during 

one complete day (data from Parker [24], a project in which a 

real demonstration of FNR provided by an EV fleet in Denmark 

is being carried out [139]). It can be seen from Fig. 6b that 

during some hours (e.g., hour 1 and 4) there are energy charged 

and discharged at the same time. This is because the frequency 

signal is measured with one-second resolution, and due to its 

high fluctuation and uncertain behavior, the system may face 

over and under frequencies from one second to another. This 

may result in charging and discharging actions during the same 

hour, which means that the EV may consume or inject power 

from/to the grid during one hour. 

 

The differences between the charging rates for both cases are 

depicted in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the energy exchanged in the 

EV transportation load profile is less than when the car is 

providing FNR services to the grid. It is worth mentioning that 

the amount of energy charged or discharged in the case of FNR 

fluctuates hour by hour. Since the energy exchanged is directly 

related to the depth of discharge of the battery, the service 

provision may result in more battery degradation. 

D. Impacts of TSO service provision by EVs on distribution 

grids 

Since TSOs are responsible for grid stability and security, 

TSOs are responsible for maintaining the balance between 

electricity consumption and production by procuring ancillary 

services, such as frequency and voltage regulation. Frequency 

regulation is one of the most common services procured by 

TSOs for grid balancing, and EVs are pointed out as a 

prominent option to provide this service due to the manageable 

nature of their loads, availability, bidirectional power capacity, 

and quick response time [140]. However, considering that the 

EVs are mainly connected to the distribution network, ancillary 

services provision for TSOs may affect the distribution grid to 

which EVs are connected; that automatically results in a 

conflict of interest between DSOs and TSOs [141], [142]. This 

topic has been scarcely studied in the literature; therefore, it 

deserves more attention, since EVs have been becoming more 

popular as new service providers in recent years. 

The preliminary results from Parker [24] allow us to further 

discuss the possible conflicts between TSOs and DSOs. Fig. 7 

shows the real operation of one EV (the same described in Fig. 

6b) providing FNR to Energinet during one complete day. Fig.7 

depicts the power provided by the EV with one-second 

resolution in the case of over frequencies, where 

down-regulation is required and the charging mode is activated, 

and in the case of under frequencies, where up-regulation is 

required and the discharging mode is activated. As can be seen, 

high power fluctuations occur during the day, caused by the 

charging and discharging actions resulting from the frequency 

signals. On one hand, it has been already demonstrated that a 

high penetration of EVs in distribution systems causes 

detrimental impacts on the network. On the other hand, if this 

power fluctuation is extrapolated to a huge number of EVs 

 
Fig. 6. Daily energy exchanged for one car. 

Regulation period during one weekend day (Sunday, September 10, 2017). 
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connected at the distribution level, technical issues (e.g., 

overloading in the transformers, line congestion, voltage drops, 

or phase unbalances) are anticipated. Hence, the effect of this 

power fluctuation on the distribution grid should be taken into 

account when developing strategies for service provision by 

EVs to TSOs. In the same way, the fact that service provision 

from EVs to TSOs may cause conflicts between DSOs and 

TSOs leads us to anticipate that the service provision from EVs 

to DSOs will cause conflicts between DSOs and other 

stakeholders, such as aggregators, balance responsible parties, 

or even the end users (according to the market structure). 

Considering the lack of strong research addressing this topic, 

and based on the preliminary results of the Parker project, it is 

possible to claim that further investigations on the conflicts that 

may arise from the EV service provision are required in an 

attempt to answer several open questions: How would DSOs be 

compensated for the operational problems caused by the TSO 

service provision? Who will pay for the damages caused in the 

distribution grid? Are there stacked services that can solve 

problems for different parties at the same time (for instance, 

DSOs and TSOs)? The answers to these questions can ease the 

implementation of DSO services in real applications. 

E. Emerging EV technologies and their impact on distribution 

grids 

EVs are part of different technologies involved in smart 

cities, especially those used to reduce green-house emissions 

and deal with environmental issues. Other emerging 

technologies, such as connected and autonomous vehicles, are 

being incorporated in smart cities as a way to deal with traffic 

and transportation issues. In a future transportation 

electrification scenario, the combination of these two 

technologies may bring potential benefits, but also challenges, 

in several aspects [143], [144]. Autonomous vehicles and EVs 

are complementary from a technology point of view [145]–

[147]. For instance, EVs could be easier for auto driving due to 

the electric components [148]. 

Autonomous and connected EVs (ACEVs) may have the 

capability to manage many functionalities, such as SOC, the 

charging power, and the charging/discharging time, without 

deteriorating user comfort [144]. To this aim, ACEVs need to 

make use of communication tools, that allow them to find 

charging facilities. For instance, in [149], the authors develop a 

communication tool for vehicles to localize access points online 

with improved connectivity signals. Similarly, a methodology 

for the optimal allocation of wireless power transfer systems for 

autonomous EVs is presented in [150]. In [151], the authors 

develop a software that allows for communication between the 

database and a group of drones, which could be adapted for the 

operation of ACEV fleets. ACEVs may use similar 

technologies to manage energy functions in an automatized and 

optimized way and to enable communication between involved 

parties (e.g., ACEVs, users, operating system, transportation 

utilities, electricity companies, aggregators, etc.). 

As a result, it is expected that ACEVs will be integrated in 

the power system due to their energy requirements, which may 

bring additional challenges to distribution systems. ACEVs’ 

load will represent an increase in the energy demand, which 

may provoke operational problems with the grid, similar to 

those provoked by current EVs. However, the ACEVs’ 

capabilities may be advantageous for DSOs or aggregators in 

terms of flexibility, since the charging/discharging of ACEVs 

could be more easily programmed using communication 

technologies to support the system operation through different 

DSO services. In this way, DSOs may cope with challenges 

arising from uncertain variables related to EV user behavior, 

since it is difficult to predict when and where a private EV 

owner will connect the car to charge its battery. 

Few works have analyzed the impacts of the ACEVs’ 

integration in power systems [144], [152], [153]. Moreover, 

similar to the current EVs, a large-scale implementation of 

ACEVs and the service provision to DSOs must still overcome 

many barriers related to the policies, agreements, infrastructure, 

and technology [146], [154]. Considering the growing 

penetration of emerging EV technologies and the lack of 

research in the context of DSO services, further investigations 

are required in this regard to pave the way toward an optimized 

integration of emerging EV technologies in distribution 

systems. Additionally, it is worth exploring the possibility of 

adapting the methods already proposed in the current literature 

(those developed to optimize the integration of EVs in the 

power system) to cope with the integration of ACEVs in 

distribution grids. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented a review of the recent literature 

focusing on distribution system services provided by EVs 

(EV-DSS). It was found that there is not an agreement 

regarding the classification of the services provided by EVs for 

DSOs, which could be because of the novelty of the concept at 

the distribution level; therefore, a new classification of 

EV-DSS was proposed, including three main categories: active 

power support, reactive power support, and renewable energy 

source (RES) integration support. A description of the services, 

basic formulations, and the main contributions of the reviewed 

papers were presented. This information provided an overview 

of the traditional methods and allowed us to identify 

weaknesses in the control strategies as a means to encourage 

exploring new ones, aligned with the current requirements for 

the realistic implementation of services from EVs for DSOs.  

Additionally, a comparison framework of the work 

developed in the academic research with a real-life application 

of EV services using a specific case of frequency regulation 

service was proposed. Using the proposed framework, it is 

 
 

Fig. 7. Power fluctuation of one car during one complete day. 

Regulation period during one weekend day (Sunday, September 10, 2017). 
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possible to assess the implementability of EV-DSS, i.e., how 

far the EV-DSS are from being implemented, and the 

stackability of the EV-DSS, i.e., how easily EV-DSS services 

can be combined with frequency regulation and other potential 

services. 

This information can help researchers to identify new 

potential areas of research that need to be addressed to move 

toward the realistic implementation of EV-DSS. It was found 

that active power services have a high chance of being 

implemented in the short-term, while reactive power 

compensation is a service that could be implemented in a 

medium-long-term time horizon because of the technical and 

market limitations. It was also found that most of the services 

belonging to the category of active power support can be highly 

combined with frequency regulation and with reactive power 

services under specific conditions. As a last step, a 

comprehensive discussion regarding the challenges and 

prospects of the EV-DSS was presented. It included key topics 

such as market framework design, economic assessment, 

battery degradation, and impacts of TSO service provision by 

EVs on distribution grids. It is concluded that, although there 

were certain strategies and solutions proposed to address 

EV-DSS, most of these strategies were far from being 

implemented in real applications because they fail on assuming 

possible roles for DSOs as an active market player or even 

assuming the existence of a market for each service. 

Considering these aspects within the EV-DSS strategies may 

significantly increase their implementation in real-life cases. 

Moreover, it may help to promote the active participation of 

EVs as a services provider for DSOs and to stimulate the 

creation of regulations, standards, and market framework for 

DSO services. 

In addition, although most of the aspects that remain unclear 

for moving toward realistic implementations of EV-DSS are 

related to market and regulatory barriers, other important 

barriers may also exist, e.g., the impact on the distribution grid 

and battery degradation caused by the EV service provision to 

any party of the whole power system. Thus, these kinds of 

topics are suggested as future research directions associated 

with EV-DSS. 
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